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1. Basic functionality and networking
infrastructure
The Multichannel VPN Router connects a local network with a VPN peer using up to six broadband lines.
Modems that can be plugged into the router’s slots are available as modules for the most common line types.
Currently available are modules for ADSL2+, Euro-ISDN, UMTS/HSPA and Fast Ethernet. External modems (e.g.
Cable, UMTS, SDSL, SHDSL) can be connected using the Fast Ethernet module. All modems using PPPOE or assigning an IP address to the Ethernet module side via DHCP are supported.
The Multichannel VPN Router acts as a layer 3 router which means it negotiates between different networks
on the IP layer. Incoming IP streams are accepted on the LAN interface and distributed across all available lines/
modem cards. A Viprinet peer is always required to reassemble those streams after transferring them.
A separate encrypted VPN tunnel (using SSL technology with AES 256 Bit-encryption in hardware) to a configured remote station (“VPN Hub”) is set up for each physical line. These encrypted tunnels are used for bundled
data transfer.
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Data Center (VPN Hub)
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Internet
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From this it follows that the Hub used should be well reachable from all physical line providers. We recommend
setting this Hub up in a data center directly connected to a backbone provider or directly at an ISP exchange
point. Alternatively you can operate the peer in a “branch office networking” use case, provided that the branch
office is equipped with a reliable broadband Internet connection.
If this is not the case or the central office is to be connected with a Viprinet bundled line as well, a star topology
where the Hub for all offices is located in a data center should be used.
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2. The device
The Multichannel VPN Router is a high-performance, modular device. The system is enclosed in a 19”, 1.5 height
units case. It can be used as a desktop device, but the supplied mounting brackets also make it a breeze to mount
the device in a 19” rack.
Robustness and durability were the primary design concerns. All components have been designed to achieve
maximum efficiency, lowering the typical power consumption with all modem slots filled to just 40 Watts. The
device uses a robust internal power adapter (1) which is connected to a socket using a regular power cord and
supports 90-265VAC, 47-63Hz AC power.
The device is connected to the LAN or a LAN switch using the Fast Ethernet socket (2). An arbitrary combination
of Viprinet modems can be plugged into the six available module slots (3). These modules are connected
(4) to physicals access lines (ADSL and ISDN module) or external modems (Ethernet module). In its minimum
configuration the device is equipped with a single module, a maximum of six modules can be installed - an ugrade
that can be made by the user at any time.
The main status LEDs (5) indicate whether the device is connected to AC power and if at least one physical line
is connected to the VPN Hub (online LED). Additionally every module is equipped with LEDs (6) which indicate a
working line connection (link LED) and the VPN connection status over this line (online LED).
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3. The Remote Station (VPN Hub)
The Multichannel VPN Router requires a remote station to operate. If placed in a central office or a data center,
this remote can be another Multichannel VPN Router equipped with a Fast Ethernet module. These module is
connected to the Internet backbone. All VPN tunnels established from a branch office over several physical lines
terminate at the module responsible for that office. The router reassambles the data streams. If the destination
of an IP connection lies inside another branch office, the data will be transmitted encrypted over the respective
module. If the destination lies outside the controllable network, the data is output unencrypted to the Internet
over the LAN socket which is connected to the Internet backbone.

Internet
Data center

Bundled logical line
(VPN Tunnel)

The result from this is that the so-called VPN Hub has a central meaning for reliability and performance of the
whole VPN-network. It should be given special attention from the planning stage on.

Renting VPN Hubs – the comfortable way
Customers that do not have an appropriate location available for operating a VPN Hub (such as space within
a data center) can permit Viprinet to operate a VPN Hub within their data center in Frankfurt/Main, Germany
on a rental basis.
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4. VPN-Clients / Road Warriors
Apart from its main task – interconnecting networks – every Multichannel VPN Router is able to accept an
arbitrary number of single connections by VPN clients. A VPN client is a single host which is located outside
a group of networks connected with a VPN. Such workstations are connected to the VPN pool via VPN client
connections. The VPN clients integrates into the operating system as a virtual network device and dynamically
utilizes – comparable to the Multichannel VPN Router – all available online connections (e.g. UMTS and WLAN).
This is a significant advantage compared to previously available VPN client systems.

5. IP routing
The Multichannel VPN Router works on layer 3 of the OSI layer model, connecting IP networks on different
locations via IP routing. A separate subnet, with the Multichannel VPN Router serving as a gateway, is assigned
to each location. Additional external VPN clients are located in a separate subnet as well.
The tunneling method used makes the dynamic IP addresses of the physical access lines “transparent”. They are
only being used inside the router itself. The IP addresses belonging to the LAN interface and the LAN itself are
completely virtualized.
This technology makes it possible to assign arbitrary IP address spaces to your network without the need for support from or knowledge about the physical line providers. A remote station (e.g. the Viprinet VPN Hub) located
in a data center can route arbitrary address spaces assigned to it to the branch offices, enabling the flexible
distribution of public IP addresses according to changing requirements.
The Viprinet Multichannel VPN Router is also capable of NAT (network address translation), where private IP
addresses are used in the branch offices. On connections leaving the VPN towards the Internet via the peer those
addresses are replaced by a public IP address. It is also possible to operate the device in mixed mode, using one
Multichannel VPN Router to route several public and private networks.
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Example configuration using public IP addresses:
Branch Office

Subnet

Gateway

A

192.0.2.0/26

192.0.2.1

B

192.0.2.64/26

192.0.2.65

C

192.0.2.128/26

192.0.2.129

D

192.0.2.192/26

192.0.2.193

Internet
Data center
192.0.2.0/26

192.0.2.64/26

192.0.2.128/26

Bundled logical line
(VPN Tunnel)
192.0.2.192/26

Both networks reach each other using the peer located at the Internet backbone. Packets going out from network
A and directed to network B or vice versa are directly being transferred inside the router from VPN tunnel A
to VPN tunnel B. Packets to the Internet use the public IP address from that network as source address. Both
networks are reachable from the Internet.
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Example configuration with private IP addresses:
Branch Office

Subnet

Gateway

A

10.0.1.0/24

10.0.0.1

B

10.0.2.0/24

10.0.2.1

C

10.0.3.0/24

10.0.3.1

D

10.0.4.0/24

10.0.4.1

Internet
Data center
10.0.1/24

10.0.2/24

10.0.3/24

Bundled logical line
(VPN Tunnel)
10.0.4/24

Once again both networks reach each other using the peer located at the Internet backbone – it’s not a problem
that their private addresses cannot be routed in the Internet, since the packets are transferred over a VPN tunnel.
Packets from network A to network B or vice versa are directly transferred from VPN tunnel A to VPN tunnel B
inside the router. Packets towards the Internet get assigned a new, public source address via NAT at the peer.
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6. The VPN technology
An independent tunnel connection is established by every connected physical line through the respective ISP’s
backbone. The Multichannel VPN Router internally treats those tunnel connections like a single virtual dedicated
line. The tunnel connections use the established and proven SSL/TLS method for authentication and encryption.
The encryption strength can be freely chosen. The router’s bundling technology which distributes the data across
different VPN tunnels enabled additional security. It would be necessary to break the encryption of every VPN
tunnel on all physical lines to decrypt the data streams.

The bundling technique
The Multichannel VPN Router distributes IP data streams (e.g. TCP connections) across the VPN tunnels
connected over the physical lines. A novel bundling technique is employed instead of the widely used Roundrobin method.
• If the number of concurrent data streams is lower than the number of available lines, even single connections
are multiplexed over several physical lines. A single TCP connection can thereby completely harness the
bundled bandwidth of all existing lines at once.
• No connections are aborted if one of the physical lines should go down during operation. Non-bundled
connections are transferred to a different line ready to use. With bundled connections spanning over several
lines the packets lost because of the failure are retransmitted over the lines that are still intact fully
automatically. Of course this is completely transparent for all applications.

Quality of Service and bandwidth management
In principle the Multichannel VPN Router treats the total bandwidth provided by all the physical lines together as
a single unit. This capacity can be divided among single departments or services in a branch. For example, certain
service types can be guaranteed a minimum bandwidth, while others are being throttled. Corresponding rules
can be set based on various data sources like IP network range, port numbers or packet properties.
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The Multichannel VPN Router employs two concepts for this: First, there are traffic classes that determine how
a certain kind of data streams is to be treated – for example, latency-sensitive traffic like Voice over IP calls can
be assigned to the line with the lowest current latency, while regular HTTP downloads are distributed across all
lines. An integrated rule system then determines the traffic classes that are used to sort data streams into traffic
classes.
This intuitive way of bandwidth management and QoS enables a comfortable mapping of existing real business
process onto the network infrastructure.

7. Administration, management and monitoring
The Multichannel VPN Router is configured via an easy-to-use and extensive web interface. This enables to delegate
parts of the configuration (e.g. bandwidth management/QoS) to departments or customers while the basic
configuration remains under the control of a central administration (or the ISP).
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For the integration into existing monitoring- and management-setups, the Multichannel VPN Router supports
well-established management protocols, such as Syslog or SNMP (in preparation)
A comfortable monitoring tool visually analyzes the currently present data streams and usage quota of the
available lines in real-time – an ideal way to diagnose performance problems.
Last but not least the system provides extensive accounting and billing functionality. For example, statistics
about the users’ behavior on different services can be directly logged to a SQL server inside the network,
enabling them to be comfortably analyzed or processed.
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8. Excellent support
Another important point – Viprinet offers you comprehensive customer support from qualified employees located
directly in Germany. Do not hesitate to contact our distribution department if you have any questions concerning
the possibilities of our Multichannel VPN Router and the corresponding technology.
We’ll gladly help you optimizing your company’s connectivity.

Contact us
Viprinet GmbH
Mainzer Str. 43
55411 Bingen am Rhein
Germany
Phone
Telefax
E-mail
Web

+49 (0)6721 4 90 30-0
+49 (0)6721 4 90 30-109
info@viprinet.com
www.viprinet.com
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